
College and University 
Science and Engineering 
Facilities 2018
Fall Conference

November 15-16  
Hilton San Diego Resort on 
Mission Bay in San Diego, CA

Capital Projects  •  Modernizations  •  Learning Spaces 
Lab Plans  •  Collaboration  •  Program Convergence
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These are the TEN required capital project outcomes for state-of-the-art science and 
engineering facilities:
1. Program recruitment and enrollment growth
2. Active learning and project-based education
3. Advanced technology maker space and entrepreneurship hubs
4. The convergence of science and engineering disciplines and space
5. Visual connections and a culture of collaboration and interaction
6. Shared physical and financial resources
7. Sustainability and energy efficiency
8. Widespread flexibility and adaptability
9. New types of student gathering and informal learning space
10. Modernized lab/lab-support ratios and space allocation metrics
Attend this conference to learn the new metrics, layouts, features, costs, design decisions, 
and rationales that deliver on these successful outcomes and set your institution up for 
success including:
• Renovation, reuse, and repurposing of outdated facilities
• Decisions on renovation vs. building new
• Mixed engineering and science program space
• Active learning studios and flipped classrooms
• Maker space: Design, prototyping, and display
• New classroom configurations, capacity analysis, flexibility features, and furniture
• Effective social and informal learning space
• “Startup and innovation” space for student entrepreneurship
• Increased support space and less assigned space
• Facility features for recruitment and retention 
• Shared core scientific equipment and research lab space
• High-growth robotics, bioengineering, and computational space
• Student-faculty interaction and undergraduate research space
• Highly specialized science and engineering labs
• Open offices and workspace for researchers, faculty, and students
• Building systems, technology, and equipment for reduced energy use and sustainability
• New sustainable and flexible lab equipment and technology
• Capital project planning and management: Prefab construction, IPD, performance 

contracting, etc.
Make this a key planning event to get your project stakeholders (capital project people, facility 
planners, facility engineers, consulting architects and engineers, science and engineering 
program chairs, deans, and faculty members, financial officers, and operations managers) on 
the same planning page with respect to the details, numbers, processes, and expectations. 
Consulting architects and engineers must register with their clients.

We look forward to seeing you in San Diego in November.

Derek Westfall 
President 
Tradeline, Inc.

Steven L. Westfall, Ph.D. 
Founder and CEO 
Tradeline, Inc.

“[Tradeline] is one of the best 
conferences I have been to. It 
brings together people from 
a diverse set of disciplines to 
consider how we create the 
future by designing the spaces 
that the next generation 
of leaders will discover in. 
It’s inspiring.”
Kathleen S. Matt, PhD
Dean, College of Health Sciences
University of Delaware

Who Should Attend? 
This is the annual meeting for

• Capital Project Teams
• Facility and Space Planners
• Facility Engineers
• Project Managers
• Campus Architects
• Faculty
• Deans
• Financial Officers
to benchmark plans and programs, and build 
on the latest successes and innovations.
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Leaders:
Chernoff Thompson Architects 
Russ Chernoff, Architect AIBC, MAAA, AIA, NSAA, OAA, AAPEI – 
Founding Partner 
Naomi F. Gross, Architect AIBC, MAAA, NSAA – Partner
TreanorHL, Science and Technology 
Timothy Reynolds, PE – Principal
Henderson Engineers, Inc. 
Kelley Cramm, PE, LEED AP – Associate

What you will learn: 
This course covers the basic elements of planning and design of 
labs and facilities for teaching and research – upfront planning, 
programming, teaching lab design, research lab design, building 
design, and mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and lighting systems 
components. Participants will come away with a basic understanding of 
the terminology, concepts, processes, standards, numbers, and types 
of labs, scientific equipment, and furniture (as applicable) involved in 
teaching and research facility planning and design. The course also 
serves as primer for the two-day conference that follows and will be 
highly interactive with Q&A throughout.  AIA  HSW  

Who should attend: 
This one-day course is open to all who have interest in lab planning and 
design: project managers, facility planners and managers, lab managers, 
architects, engineers, construction engineers, faculty, researchers, and 
scientists employed at colleges and universities, and A/E/C firms.

Cost for this course:  
$1,140 Fundamentals Course only

$1,000 with registration to two-day conference November 15-16

(Fees include course materials, continental breakfast, refreshment 
breaks, and lunch)

Space is limited and enrollment is subject to approval.

What past attendees have said...
 This was the best continuing education course I have ever 
attended. Wow.
 Definitely will recommend.
 GREAT, GREAT, GREAT!
 I can’t think of a better way to comprehensively cover so much 
material in one day without breaking it down to specialty courses. 
This has been extremely useful for my purposes.
 Fabulous presentation.
 Great content. Managed to distill large topics into digestible 
segments. Thanks!
 Obviously all four presenters are knowledgeable professionals. 
They presented and explained excellent information in an excellent 
format. Thank you all for this session!
 Awesome job! All questions repeated. Panel all EXPERTS in 
their fields!
 All the presenters were excellent! Course provided valuable 
information. Nothing to tweak. 
 Comprehensive, useful for people at a variety of levels of 
understanding and for those with a variety of backgrounds (project 
managers, academic senior leadership, engineers, etc.).
 Good learning workshop with touch points on new trends of shared 
facilities combined with learning and collaborative spaces.
 Wonderful course, many critical take-aways for me personally, and 
great knowledge across the entire building system.
 Great comprehensive overview. Thanks.
 All lecturers were well spoken, knowledgeable, and 
very personable.
 Great day of info, kept it fresh and moving. Did great with info for a 
WIDE range of people in the class.
 Excellent basic knowledge for designing a lab in a short class. 
 This was an excellent course – well communicated, knowledgeable 
speakers, great handout book – good use of time. Thank you! 
 Very worthwhile day-long program that served as a solid refresher 
for me and which I can share with my coworkers. 

Special Pre-Conference Course

Wednesday, November 14
Fundamentals of Planning and Design of University Labs & MEP Systems
7:30 a.m. Registration/Continental Breakfast   |   8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. (a total of 6 hours of instruction)

Six (6) AIA Continuing Education Hours (CEHs) are 
available for this course. AIA  HSW  



Facility Site Tours

Wednesday, November 14
Tour #1: Southwestern College, Math, Science, and Engineering Building 
Check in at tour desk at hotel lobby at 12:45 p.m.; Departs hotel at 1:00 p.m.; Returns to the hotel by 4:00 p.m.  

In its final stages of construction, the 108,000-sf Math, Science and Engineering Building 
consolidates the teaching programs of Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geology, Geography and 
Mathematics into one modern facility. The building replaces existing outdated facilities and 
includes flexible active learning classrooms with moveable partitions, teaching and research 
labs, lab support space, offices, and collaboration pods.  Two areas for exterior community 
presentations/dialogue include a large exterior digital screen with benches that allow for daytime 
or evening presentations.  The entire site demonstrates sustainable materials and plants, water 
collection & use.  Sustainability features include recycled water for irrigation and a state-of-the-art 
water harvesting system where all roof water, site rain water, and HVAC condensate is piped to an 
underground cistern for reuse.  AIA

Saturday, November 17
Tour #2: University of California San Diego (UCSD) Biological and Physical 
Sciences Building AND San Diego State University (SDSU) Engineering and 
Interdisciplinary Sciences Complex  
Check in at tour desk at hotel lobby at 7:45 a.m.; Departs hotel at 8:00 a.m.;  Bus drops off at San Diego International Airport terminals at 
12:45 p.m.; Returns to hotel by 1:30 p.m.

University of California San Diego (UCSD), Biological and Physical Sciences Building   
The new, seven-story, 128,000-sf UCSD Biological and Physical Sciences Building will support 
research and teaching in the biological and physical sciences, with programs focusing on human 
health and the environment.  The building houses laboratories and support facilities for quantitative 
biology, neurobiology, and synthetic, organic, and physical chemistry, and it includes biology and 
chemistry teaching labs, learning studios, a nuclear magnetic resonance core facility, a 175-seat 
auditorium, and post-doctorate and faculty offices. Sustainability features include high-efficiency fume 
hoods, chilled beams, air quality monitoring technology, and water-use reduction systems.  AIA

San Diego State University (SDSU) Engineering and Interdisciplinary Sciences Complex 
The new, $90 million, 85,000-square-foot SDSU Engineering and Interdisciplinary Sciences 
Complex is a key piece in SDSU’s drive to become a top-50 public research university and aims 
to create opportunities for greater collaboration among engineering, the sciences, and SDSU 
entrepreneurship centers. The building will accommodate increased instructional, laboratory, and 
collaborative space including 17 cutting edge labs with state-of-the-art scientific and industrial 
machines and is home to the William E. Leonhard Entrepreneurship Center, an umbrella for the 
Zahn Innovation Center and Lavin Entrepreneurship Center that aims to help student entrepreneurs 
bring their products to market.  AIA

IMPORTANT SITE TOUR NOTES:
• YOU MUST SIGN UP IN ADVANCE (SEE REGISTRATION FORM) AND 

HAVE WRITTEN CONFIRMATION FROM TRADELINE IN ORDER TO 
ATTEND THE TOURS. • Site tour attendance is limited. Space on the site tours will be filled 
on a first-registered, first-served basis.• No more than 5 people per organization will be confirmed on a tour.

• Failure to check-in at the tour desk in the lobby 15 mins. prior to 
departure time may result in your seat being forfeited to those on  
the stand-by list.• All tour participants must arrive at the site on the tour bus with the 
tour group. For security reasons, no one may meet the group at the 
tour site. • A $25 bus transportation fee will be charged to your registration fee. 
This fee is non-refundable for cancellations made within two weeks  
of the tour date.

Courtesy of CO Architects
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Facility Site Tours Conference Participants

Speakers
• BHDP Architecture 
• BuroHappold Engineering 
• Chernoff Thompson Architects
• CO Architects
• EYP
• Flad Architects
• Hawkins\Brown Architects
• HDR
• Henderson Engineers, Inc.
• LEO A DALY
• Northwestern University
• Perkins+Will 
• Research Facilities Design
• San Diego State University Planning, 

Design & Construction
• Stantec
• Texas A&M University College 

of Engineering

• TreanorHL, Science and Technology
• Trinity University
• University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign, College 
of Engineering

• University of Michigan College 
of Engineering

• University of Ottawa
• University of Texas, San Antonio 
• University of Waterloo
• Vermeulens, Boston 

Exhibitors
• Air Master Systems
• Aircuity, Inc.
• Ambient Air Technologies, LLC
• asecos GmbH
• BROEN-LAB
• Environmental Growth Chambers

• Field Management Services, Inc.
• FunderMax GmbH
• Kewaunee Scientific Corp.
• Mott Manufacturing Ltd.
• Phoenix Controls
• Saxton Bradley, Inc.
• Siemens Building Technologies, Inc.
• Trespa North America
• STARLINE
• Vacuubrand, Inc.

Special Event Host
• CPP, Inc.
• Strobic Air, a CECO 

Environmental Company
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Wednesday, November 14
Registration Sign-in/Continental Breakfast for Fundamentals Course 7:30 a.m. – 8:00 a.m.

* Fundamentals of Planning and Design of University Labs 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.  
   and MEP Systems  

* Facility Site Tour (must be pre-registered to attend) 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 

Hosted Reception; Registration Sign-In  7:30 p.m. –  8:30 p.m.

Thursday, November 15
Registration Sign-in/Continental Breakfast 8:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.

General Session 8:30 a.m. – 10:55 a.m.
Conference Overview 
Speakers: University of Texas, San Antonio; Northwestern University; University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign; University of Michigan 

Concurrent Forum Sessions 11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.

A.  Trends, layouts, and metrics for undergraduate STEM facilities: Hands-on, collaborative, 
adaptable, engaging 

B.  New programs, new discipline combinations, novel and more diverse 
learning environments 

C.  Renovating old office buildings and labs into modern chemistry powerhouses 
D.  Reimagining and reusing 20th century buildings for modern engineering 

Luncheon Hosted by  12:05 p.m.

Concurrent Forum Sessions 1:10 p.m. – 2:05 p.m.

E.  Planning awesome maker spaces: Lessons learned from operations that can inform 
new designs 

F.  Congested campus solution: Prefabricated, modular, high-performance (and beautiful!) 
STEM labs  

G.  + Maker space from design to post-occupancy: Findings from UNC’s Murray Hall 

Concurrent Forum Sessions 2:20 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.

H.  Programming interaction and collaboration spaces: Location, size, types, and attributes 
I.  Three high-value renovation and reuse strategies for outdated science facilities 
J.  + Data-driven optimization of the STEM master plan 

General Session 3:45 p.m. – 4:45 p.m.  
Speakers: Texas A&M University College of Engineering; University of Waterloo

Reception Hosted by                                           Guests Welcome) 4:45 p.m. – 5:45 p.m.

* Additional cost to attend  + Presented at this time only.

Register with payment by  
Oct. 12 and Save $200 

TradelineInc.com

Special Events and 
Features:

Hosted Pre‑Conference  
Reception
Wednesday; November 14, 7:30 p.m. Light 
appetizers and dessert. Attendees may sign in 
and pick up their conference materials at this 
time.  Guests welcome.

Hosted Reception
Thursday; November 15, 4:45 p.m. - 5:45 p.m. 
Guests welcome.

Food and Beverage
Registered attendees will be provided  
with lunch and refreshment breaks on both 
meeting days.

A continental breakfast will be served on the 
first meeting day and a full breakfast will be 
served on the second meeting day.

Please Note 
The Following
Dress for this conference is business casual.  
It is our goal to maintain the temperature of the 
meeting rooms at an acceptable level for all 
attendees. However, for your maximum comfort 
we suggest that you plan to dress in layers.

Audio or video recording devices are not 
permitted at this conference.

Agenda at a Glance

Register Now! 
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Agenda at a Glance

* Additional cost to attend  + Presented at this time only.

Tradeline is a Registered Provider with The 
American Institute of Architects Continuing 
Education Systems. Credit earned on 
completion of this event will be reported to 
CES Records for AIA members by Tradeline. 
Certificates of Completion for non-AIA 
members are available upon request.

There are a maximum of 15 Continuing 
Education Hours (CEHs) available at this 
conference. Sessions marked with the AIA 
CES logo AIA  have been registered with the 
AIA/CES Record. Sessions marked with HSW  
qualify for HSW credit.

Friday, November 16
Hosted Breakfast 7:15 a.m. – 8:00 a.m. 

Concurrent Sessions 8:05 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

F.  Congested campus solution: Prefabricated, modular, high-performance (and beautiful!) 
STEM labs  

K.  + Construction cost forecast and timing decisions for science and engineering  
capital projects 

L.  + Applying the rigorous Passive House energy efficiency standard to lab space 

General Session 9:15 a.m. – 10:10 a.m. 
Speakers: University of Ottawa; San Diego State University 

Concurrent Forum Sessions 10:35 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

C.  Renovating old office buildings and labs into modern chemistry powerhouses 
E.  Planning awesome maker spaces: Lessons learned from operations that can inform 

new designs 
M.  + Learning and research in motion: Planning active environments for growing 

STEM programs  

Concurrent Forum Sessions   11:45 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.

A.  Trends, layouts, and metrics for undergraduate STEM facilities: Hands-on, collaborative, 
adaptable, engaging 

D.  Reimagining and reusing 20th century buildings for modern engineering 
N.  + Helium: Facility and engineering systems for recovering spent gas, reducing demand 

and costs 

Hosted Luncheon 12:40 p.m.

Concurrent Forum Sessions   1:45 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.

B.  New programs, new discipline combinations, novel and more diverse 
learning environments 

H.  Programming interaction and collaboration spaces: Location, size, types, and attributes 
I.  Three high-value renovation and reuse strategies for outdated science facilities 

General Session 2:55 p.m. – 3:40 p.m.
Town Hall Knowledge Roundup

Adjourn 3:40 p.m. 

Saturday, November 17

* Facility Site Tour (must be pre-registered to attend) 8:00 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
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Thursday, November 15 

Active learning, maker space, and 
multi‑disciplinary shared cores: A 
modern STEM facility benchmark 
University of Texas, San Antonio 
JoAnn Browning, PhD, PE – Dean, College of Engineering
A $95-million consolidated STEM classroom and teaching lab building 
for University of Texas at San Antonio – the largest construction project 
in UTSA history – will replace aging learning environments, engage 
thousands of students from different disciplines in new areas of study, 
help them find their passion, improve undergrad and graduate-school 
retention, and further the university’s research agenda. Joanne 
Browning sets out decision-making rationales and facility solutions to 
support the latest focused and mixed-discipline pedagogies including 
wet and dry labs, technology-rich active learning classrooms, a 17,000-
square-foot engineering maker space, and shared core facilities with 
sophisticated equipment.

Vertical expansion delivers 
sophisticated laboratories, 
collaborative space, and growth 
opportunity for Northwestern 
Northwestern University
Noel Davis, RA, LEED AP BD+C – Assistant Director of Planning, 
Facilities Management
This case study of Northwestern University’s Mudd Hall renovation 
and expansion demonstrates that footprint-constrained campuses can 
still accommodate growing science and engineering programs – the 
sky’s the limit. Noel Davis details the vertical expansion solution 
that has added capacity for research labs, maker spaces, computing 
resources, and shell floors for future growth. He examines a strategy 
of configuring research space by function over department, the 
infrastructure required for support, and he profiles a complete 
makeover of the existing Seeley G. Mudd Science and Engineering 
Library to respond to today’s collaborative study, aided research, and 
hands-on learning trends.

Renovation solutions for 
bioengineering and technology‑driven 
medical innovation 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, College of Engineering
Liang Y. Liu, PhD – Associate Dean of Facilities and Capital Planning 
Greg Larson – Director (Emeritus) Office for Facilities Management
Comprehensive renovation of a legacy facility has created a new 
shared home for bioengineering departments and the first engineering-
based medical school in the US. Liang Liu and Greg Larson examine 
state-of-the-art building features driven by the latest engineering 
innovations and research trends and requirements for project/
problem-based learning. They set out building infrastructure upgrade 
solutions to support leading-edge wet/dry programs, profile  
interdisciplinary cross-training spaces and processes, and deliver 
details on the embedded JUMP multi-modal simulation center that will 
equip and embolden a new generation of physician-innovators.

The A.I. and robotics revolution is 
here: What leading institutions are 
building to compete 
University of Michigan College of Engineering
Deborah S. Mero – Executive Director, Resource Planning and Management
Academic institutional leaders in robotic technologies have now 
planted their flags, and a whole new facility planning and industry 
partnership model is emerging that supports artificial intelligence 
(A.I.) and robotics innovation and prepares new graduates with the 
skills they need to thrive in this booming industry. Deborah Mero 
illustrates key infrastructure requirements and capabilities of University 
of Michigan’s new Ford Motor Company Robotics Building, designed 
to attract the top A.I. and robotics talent on the planet. She profiles 
classroom, equipment, and office concepts, a startup-style open 
collaboration area, tailored labs for a range of robotic technologies, 
high bay space, fly zones, obstacle courses, and space for Ford’s 
co-located research staff.

Thursday and Friday, November 15-16
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Attend all of the General Sessions below

A new model for engineering growth: 
Maker space, active learning, modern 
labs, tech everywhere 
Texas A&M University College of Engineering
Stuart Anderson, PhD – Assistant Vice Chancellor for Facility Planning 
& Management 
Stephen Franklin – Executive Director for Facilities Planning & Management
A comprehensive modernization of the Zachry Engineering Education 
Complex (ZACH) is propelling Texas A&M’s engineering program 
toward 2025 program growth targets and facilitating an educational 
transformation from the traditional classroom and lecture hall to 
bleeding edge technology, interdisciplinary labs, active learning, and 
state-of-the-art maker space. Stuart Anderson and Stephen Franklin 
illustrate new space allocation strategies for engineering physics, 
learning studios, small project labs, initial- and mass-prototyping space, 
and the latest in 3D maker equipment. They set out findings on active 
learning space configurations and furniture selection, key infrastructure 
details for constructing large-scale maker spaces, and best practices 
for future-proofing technology investments.

Higher Ed facility strategies 
for a thriving high‑tech 
entrepreneurial culture 
University of Waterloo
Adrien Côté, Ph.D. M.Sc. (Mgt) – Science Business Advisor, Velocity
Velocity is a leading entrepreneurship program at the University of 
Waterloo overseeing the most productive startup incubator in Canada, 
and Velocity’s facilities (Garage, Start, and Science) are key program 
enablers. Adrien Côté identifies success factors for spaces including 
maker spaces, problem and discovery labs, off-campus startup 
collaboration space, and collocated living/learning environments, all 
designed to create an entrepreneurial culture and take student ideas 
from product development to commercialization. He charts industry, 
science, technology, and equipment drivers, scopes out how the space 
has grown and changed over time, highlights strategic facility upgrade 
and reconfiguration initiatives, and examines the importance of culture 
setting in scaling facility usage.

Friday, November 16 

Rapid STEM facility replacement 
captures students, faculty, and funding 
University of Ottawa
Maria Musat, CEFP, RPP, MCIP, ABD, MPl, MArch – Planning and Client 
Engagement Facilities
The race is on to grow STEM program market share. Organizations 
that put modern, competitive facility infrastructure in place first will 
have a decisive advantage in student and faculty recruitment – the 
typical 6-year science facility delivery schedule won’t cut it. Maria 
Musat profiles University of Ottawa’s STEM facility replacement project 
which has provided state-of-the-art, multidisciplinary “super labs”, 
3D-printing maker spaces, and a sophisticated digital infrastructure 
– in just 26 months. She examines program and economic drivers, 
illustrates solutions for organizational roadblocks, and scopes 
out project planning, demolition, swing space, and fast track 
construction strategies.

A crossroads for STEM disciplines 
and entrepreneurship 
San Diego State University Planning, Design & Construction
Laura V. Shinn, AIA, AICP – Director of Facilities Planning
San Diego State University’s vision is that the great ideas of the future 
will emerge from intellectual collisions between research teams, 
and alliances of engineers, biologists, mathematicians, and climate 
scientists. Laura Shinn illustrates key capabilities of SDSU’s Engineering 
and Interdisciplinary Sciences Complex that deliver on that vision, 
leading edge teaching and research space configurations, and features 
to attract the best and brightest researchers and students. She delivers 
guidance for creating entrepreneurship centers as a catalyst for 
interdisciplinary discovery and bringing products to market.

Town Hall Knowledge Roundup
Facilitator: Tradeline, Inc.
Derek Westfall – President
This closing session is where key ideas, new developments, and 
findings that have been revealed over the course of the entire two-day 
conference (including sessions you may have missed) get clarified, 
expanded upon, and affirmed or debated. This is also the opportunity 
to get answers from industry leaders and the entire audience to 
specific questions on key and challenging issues.  
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Thursday and Friday, November 15-16 

 AIA  Sessions qualify for AIA credit. HSW  Sessions qualify for HSW credit

A. Trends, layouts, and metrics for 
undergraduate STEM facilities: Hands-on, 
collaborative, adaptable, engaging 
Research Facilities Design
Richard M Heinz, FAIA, NCARB, LEED AP – Vice President/Principal 
Sean E Towne, FAIA, NCARB, LEED AP – Principal 
Jorge Garcia, AIA – Laboratory Designer

Highly competitive STEM programs are pushing hard to attract and 
retain students, increase capacity, and improve student outcomes – 
and key to meeting those goals are experiential learning, collaboration, 
and recognition of the entire building as a learning opportunity. In 
this session, RFD charts the emerging trends, metrics, and layouts 
for world-class STEM facilities, and the facility design solutions that 
successfully balance complex building system requirements with 
inspirational environments for learning and discovery. They examine 
key facility elements that need to be considered and use examples 
from recently completed and ‘still on the boards’ projects from across 
the US to identify successful design and layout strategies and pitfalls to 
avoid. AIA  HSW

Thursday 11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m. | Friday 11:45 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.

B. New programs, new discipline 
combinations, novel and more diverse 
learning environments 
CO Architects
Jennifer Swedell, AIA, LEED AP – Laboratory Planner 
Andrew Labov, AIA, LEED AP – Principal

The surge of multi-disciplinary project-based learning is changing 
how and where student activities occur and giving birth to additive 
layers of novel space types. Jennifer Swedell & Andrew Labov examine 
change drivers including the inter-digitation of teaching and research, 
access to sophisticated instrumentation, combination of basic and 
health sciences with engineering and computer science. They set out 
configurations and planning metrics for the newly emerging space 
types: learning studios, shared equipment zones, porches and perches, 
maker and marker space, and action space. They deliver space 
programming strategies that catalyze activity while increasing visibility 
for student recruitment and community support. AIA  HSW

 Thursday 11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m. | Friday 1:45 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.

C. Renovating old office buildings and labs 
into modern chemistry powerhouses 
HDR
Phil Beadle, PE – Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Jeff Wurmlinger, PE – Senior Mechanical Engineer

Scarcity of campus space and rising construction costs are pressing 
institutions to look at older buildings on their campuses as potential 
re-use and renovation candidates to support modern science programs. 
Phil Beadle and Jeff Wurmlinger examine the rationales that are 
being employed to meet chemistry space demands, often requiring 
unique solutions.  As wet chemistry requires large volumes of fresh air 
and exhaust as well as process and plumbing services, the physical 
constraints of the building are often the largest challenge.  Phil and 
Jeff identify key project roles and the importance of pre-construction 
teams in recognizing significant hurdles and understanding the need 
for planning. AIA  HSW

Thursday 11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m. | Friday 10:35 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

D. Reimagining and reusing 20th century 
buildings for modern engineering 
Perkins+Will 
Paul Harney, AIA, LEED AP BD+C – Principal 
Eileen Pederson, AIA, LEED AP BD+C – Senior Associate, Project Architect 
Anthony Paprocki, AIA, LEED AP BD+C – Senior Associate, Project Manager

Mid-century engineering buildings can no longer support the inter-
disciplinary, collaborative, and entrepreneurial dynamics of modern 
engineering teaching and research – but new solutions are coming 
online to tackle the upgrade challenge. Using examples from Cornell 
University, The Ohio State University, and University of Massachusetts 
Lowell, session leaders demonstrate successful strategies for renewal 
of legacy engineering buildings to improve flexibility, accommodate 
new tools, techniques, and equipment, create collaborative 
environments, and bridge the gap between teaching and research. 
They deliver effective approaches for successful project execution 
including programming tools, methods of building consensus, and 
techniques to evaluate phasing and swing-space solutions. AIA  HSW

Thursday 11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m. | Friday 11:45 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.
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 AIA  Sessions qualify for AIA credit. HSW  Sessions qualify for HSW credit

Forum Sessions

E. Planning awesome maker spaces: 
Lessons learned from operations that can 
inform new designs 
EYP
Toni Loiacano, AIA, LEED AP BD+C –Academic Planning and Design/Principal 
John Smith, AIA, LEED AP – Lead Designer / Principal

Trinity University
Wilson Terrell, Jr. – Associate Professor, Engineering Science

The best way to plan and design great maker spaces is to ask the 
operators: What’s working, what’s not, and why? This session delivers 
a core dump of survey data from recently completed maker spaces and 
distills lessons learned, best practices and pitfalls to avoid. Session 
leaders examine key features for flexibility, operations, cost-efficiency, 
maintenance, and end-user satisfaction and they illustrate how 
operator feedback can be incorporated into new plans and designs. 
They highlight elements of successful institutional-industry partnership 
and identify the academic program impacts of maker space including 
curriculum changes and new STEAM synergies. AIA  HSW

Thursday 1:10 p.m. – 2:05 p.m. | Friday 10:35 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

F. Congested campus solution: 
Prefabricated, modular, high-performance 
(and beautiful!) STEM labs  
Hawkins\Brown Architects
Oliver Milton, RIBA – Partner, Head of Education & Research Sector 
Matthew Ollier, RIBA AIA – Partner / Principal

Higher education institutions are beginning to embrace prefabrication 
for new campus building projects as the benefits of improved quality, 
reduction of waste and time on site, and minimal campus disruption 
become increasingly evident. Oliver Milton and Matthew Ollier profile 
prefabrication processes being utilized in STEM buildings for the 
University of Oxford in the UK to insert highly technical buildings 
onto tight, historically sensitive sites. They deliver lessons learned 
and key observations in planning prefab building structural systems, 
cladding, plant rooms, cleanrooms, M&E risers and partitioning, and the 
advanced project delivery modeling techniques required. AIA  HSW

Thursday 1:10 p.m. – 2:05 p.m. | Friday 8:05 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. 

G. Maker space from design to 
post-occupancy: Findings from 
UNC’s Murray Hall 
BHDP Architecture 
George  Kemper, RA – Senior Lab Planner

A year’s worth of operating data from the UNC Department of Applied 
Sciences’ Murray Hall provides real-world findings that will improve 
the design of your current and future maker space. George Kemper 
compares the original design drivers to post-occupancy findings for an 
interconnected maker space and modular research lab. He details a 
range of spaces, tools, and building systems incorporated to transform 
ideas into a three-dimensional reality, the cost implications of adding 
flexibility, advanced technology, and specialized tools, and he identifies 
pitfalls to avoid. AIA  HSW

Thursday 1:10 p.m. – 2:05 p.m.

H. Programming interaction and 
collaboration spaces: Location, size, types, 
and attributes 
Stantec
Michael J Reagan, AIA, NCARB – Vice President 
Jill Swensen, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP – Principal 
Cynthia Labelle, AIA – Senior Project Manager

Getting real interaction and collaboration benefits from your STEM 
facility hinges on these questions: What are the most productive types 
of interaction and collaboration spaces, where should they be located, 
and what are the metrics for measuring success? What is the character 
of these spaces, and how many people should they accommodate? 
What are proving to be the liveliest programmatic adjacencies? Session 
leaders examine how leading institutions have answered those 
questions in new, renovated, and expanded science buildings, examine 
rationales for space programming decisions, and demonstrate what’s 
working, what doesn’t, and why. AIA  HSW

Thursday 2:20 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. | Friday 1:45 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.

“It was a valuable experience for me to participate in this conference, and I was impressed at 
how organized and well-thought-through the conference was.  It is no wonder that Tradeline 
conferences have the reputation that they do among higher education professionals.”
Debby Carr, AICP  LEED GA 
Senior Planner, Capital Renewal, 
MIT

 AIA  Sessions qualify for AIA credit. HSW  Sessions qualify for HSW credit



I. Three high-value renovation and reuse 
strategies for outdated science facilities 
Flad Architects
Mark Corey, AIA – Principal 
Matt Garrett, AIA, LEED AP – Project Manager

Northwestern University
Noel Davis, RA, LEED AP BD+C – Assistant Director of Facilities Planning

Mounting pressure to expand STEM capacity and improve recruitment 
is increasingly at odds with academic science buildings reaching 
end-of-service-life, and new renovation and reuse solutions are being 
forged for the challenge. Here, session leaders demonstrate three 
alternatives for renovation, expansion, and reuse of outdated facilities 
to expand capacity, implement modern pedagogies, and improve the 
scientific workspace. Through case studies from Purdue University, 
Ohio University, and Northwestern University they identify reuse 
alternatives that meet program goals, reduce costs, and create modern 
spaces for student and faculty gathering, instruction, and collaboration.   
AIA  HSW

Thursday 2:20 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. | Friday 1:45 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.

J. Data-driven optimization of the STEM 
master plan 
HDR
June Hanley, LEED AP, BD+C – Academic Principal Planner 
Matthew Goldsberry, AIA – Computational Design Principal

A common problem in traditional master planning is rapid masterplan 
obsolescence – the inability to adapt to change over time. But that 
is all changing with the advent of new data-driven processes that 
enable a more flexible, “living” master plan.  June Hanley and Matt 
Goldsberry demonstrate a process of pairing institutional data with 
subject matter expertise to continuously inform master planning and 
design processes. They profile two STEM master planning efforts 
and demonstrate how to identify appropriate data sets, and how to 
leverage the data to dramatically improve the planning process and 
end results. AIA  HSW

Thursday 2:20 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.

Forum Sessions (continued) 
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Register at www.TradelineInc.com

 AIA  Sessions qualify for AIA credit. HSW  Sessions qualify for HSW credit

“Tradeline conferences are a newly found asset for me. The educational presentations at 
the conferences have been very helpful to me in the work I do as a facility manager at my 
university and will have a lasting impact on our success into the future.” 
James McLaughlin 
Assistant Dean for Student Programs and Director Campus Center
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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K. Construction cost forecast and timing 
decisions for science and engineering 
capital projects 
Vermeulens, Boston 
James Vermeulen, LEED AP, PQS, Construction Economist – Managing Principal 
Melissa Chabot, LEED AP, Construction Economist – Associate Principal

Mounting pressure on construction costs will impact all science 
facility projects on the drawing boards, both new construction and 
renovations. Attend this session to get better pricing and more accurate 
budget figures, and better understand construction cost drivers 
for different academic science programs. Vermeulens will deliver 
up-to-date construction cost forecasts based on the latest employment 
data, government spending trends, commodity prices, and cost data 
from more than 100 projects. Using analyses of equities, GDP, and 
construction labor markets, they illustrate regional construction pricing 
targets for the next two years and demonstrate bid and purchasing 
strategies that lock in costs and reduce risk. AIA  HSW

Friday 8:05 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

L. Applying the rigorous Passive House 
energy efficiency standard to lab space 
Perkins + Will 
Matthew Fickett, AIA, CPHC, LEED AP – Architect, Associate

BuroHappold Engineering 
Julie Janiski, LEED AP BD+C – Associate Principal / Integrated Design

The Passive House standard is gaining momentum as a way to improve 
energy savings, carbon reduction, material resiliency, and enhanced 
indoor air quality for office spaces – but applying the standard to 
laboratories is a new frontier with big sustainability opportunities. 
Session leaders set out key distinctives of the Passive House design 
process vs traditional processes, examine how the principles could 
be extended to historically resource-demanding lab spaces, what 
a Passive House lab standard would look like, and the results to 
expect. They set out funding considerations, project eligibility criteria, 
strategies for engaging stakeholders, and the impact on campus 
sustainability initiatives. AIA  HSW

Friday 8:05 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

M. Learning and research in motion: 
Planning active environments for growing 
STEM programs  
LEO A DALY
Les Saunders, AIA, ACHA, LEED AP – Vice President 
Larry Wright – Senior Associate, Architect

The days of isolated learning and research are over; the new reality 
is open and transparent spaces that mingle student, researcher, and 
faculty activity, engagement, and collaboration. Lee Sanders and Larry 
Wright identify the core adjacencies, efficiencies, and building features 
that are raising the bar for modern, active STEM environments. Through 
a case study of the Spearman C. Godsey Science Center at Mercer 
University they demonstrate specific facility planning features and 
strategies that accommodate growing enrollment and research activity 
for general biology and chemistry, anatomy and physiology, infectious 
disease, molecular and cellular biology, and organic chemistry. AIA  
HSW

Friday 10:35 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

N. Helium: Facility and engineering 
systems for recovering spent gas, reducing 
demand and costs 
Perkins + Will
Matthew Fickett, AIA, CPHC, LEED AP – Architect, Associate

Helium cost is skyrocketing, and new options are becoming available 
to efficiently recapture helium instead of venting it as waste. In this 
session, Matthew Fickett examines the use of helium in scientific 
programs, and demonstrates new facility and operational planning 
methods that both reduce demand and allow recovery of this waning 
fossil resource. He identifies strategies for anticipating improvements in 
recovery system efficiency, the effects of recovery systems on nearby 
research spaces, and he provides a comparison of helium recovery 
equipment options, system costs, and advantages and disadvantages 
of various configurations. AIA  HSW

Friday 11:45 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.



Registration and Accommodations

Registration:
Conference Registration 
Fees*
Registration fees with payment by 10/12/18 
$1890 for single registration 
$1740 each for groups of 2 or more

Registration fees after 10/12/18 
$2090 for single registration 
$1940 each for groups of 2 or more

Registration fee includes: 
All general sessions, selection of forums, a 
dessert reception, two lunches, one breakfast, 
a wine and hors d’oeuvres reception, 
refreshments, and a conference workbook 
guide. Presentations will be made available for 
download to attendees.

Team Discounts! 
For groups of 5 or more, please call Tradeline 
for additional discounts available.

Pre-Conference Training
Fundamentals of Planning and Design of 
University Labs and MEP Systems

$1140 Stand-alone course 
$1000 with full conference participation

Facility Site Tours
$25 Transportation Fee/each

Registration Information
Make checks payable to: 
TRADELINE, INC. 
Federal Tax I.D. #95-297-2863

Policy on Cancellations,  
Changes and Refunds 
All cancellations and changes to registrations 
must be received by Tradeline, Inc. in writing.

You may make substitutions at any time; please 
notify us as soon as possible. 

Full refunds will be given for cancellations 
received in writing 14 days or more prior to the 
event. A $250 service fee will be charged for 
cancellations received between 14 and 6 days 
prior. No refunds will be given for cancellations 
received within 5 days of the event.

Hotel and Travel 
Information:
Room Reservations
Tradeline has reserved a block of sleeping 
rooms for this event at The Hilton San Diego 
Resort. For registrations received by October 
23, 2018 Tradeline will handle and confirm 
room reservations [based on availability] 
according to your instructions on the 
registration form.

After October 23 please call Tradeline for 
room availability. 

Changes: All room reservations and changes 
must originate through Tradeline, Inc. to 
obtain the special rate. If you contact the hotel 
directly, you may be informed that they are sold 
out, or you may be charged a higher rate.

Room Rate
The discounted room rate for this event is  
$199/night, single or double occupancy. 

This is a non-smoking hotel.

Room Payment
Tradeline does not accept payment for room 
reservations. Hotel charges are paid to the 
hotel directly upon checkout.

Travel Information
Airport-to-Hotel Transportation 

The Hilton San Diego Resort on Mission Bay is 
15 minutes from the San Diego International 
Airport. There are a variety of taxi, shuttle 
and limousine services available on the curb 
outside of baggage claim at the airport.

The conference will be held at:

Hilton San Diego Resort
1775 E. Mission Bay Drive 
San Diego, CA 92109

Online
TradelineInc.com

Fax
925.254.1093 
From outside the U.S. 1.925.254.1093

Mail
Tradeline, Inc.  
115 Orinda Way 
Orinda, CA 94563, USA

Questions
Call 925.254.1744 ext. 112 
From outside the U.S.  
1.925.254.1744 ext. 112

How to Register:

* International Attendee Discount
A $250 discount will be applied to the 2-day 
full conference registration fee for non-U.S. 
residents traveling from outside of the U.S.

Use promo code INTL2018 if registering online
Register with payment by  

Oct. 12 and Save $200 
TradelineInc.com

Register Now! 
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Registration and Accommodations Registration Form

1. Please Type or Print Clearly (or register online at www.TradelineInc.com)
•  Conference registration is not complete until confirmed by Tradeline, Inc. 
•  Please confirm airline reservations only after confirmation of registration. 
•  Only one registrant per form.

Name ___________________________________________ First Name for name badge _________________  
Title/Position _______________________________________________________________________________
Institution __________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________ M/S ______________________
City___________________________________ State _____  Zip Code ______
Country ______________________________ Phone _____________________Fax ______________________
Attendee Contact Email ______________________________________________________________________
Alternate Contact Email ______________________________________________________________________

2. Register with payment before October 12 and Save $200!
 Payment by 10/12/18* Full price*  
Single Registration ❑ $1,890 ❑ $2,090    
Team Registration Discount** ❑ $1,740/Attendee ❑ $1,940/Attendee 

**Name of other team registrant(s) ____________________________________________________________

3. Conference Add-Ons:
Wednesday, November 14  
Fundamentals of Planning and Design of University Labs & MEP Systems 
❑  $1,140    ❑ $1,000 with registration to the full 2 day conference November 15-16 
❑  $25 Tour #1: Southwestern College, Math, Science, and Engineering Building 

Saturday, November 17 
❑  $25 Tour #2: UCSD Biological and Physical Sciences Building AND SDSU Engineering and 
Interdisciplinary Sciences Complex 

4. Select a Method of Payment
To receive early discount, payment must accompany registration. Payment or P.O. # must be received by  
conference date in order to attend.
❑ Visa ❑ Mastercard ❑ AmEx Name on Card ________________________________________
Card # ____________________________________________Exp. Date_________ Security Code __________
Billing Address: ________________________________________________________ (If different from above)
❑ CHECK: Make payable to TRADELINE, INC. Check # ____________________________________________ 
❑ INSTITUTIONAL P.O. number (not eligible for early discount) ____________________________________

5. Hotel Reservations
Please do not call the hotel directly. The special room rate below is available at The Hilton San Diego 
Resort through Tradeline only.
❑ Yes, please reserve a room for me.  Arrival Date: ____________ Departure Date: ___________________
❑ Single occupancy ($199/night +12.69% room tax) ❑ Double occupancy ($199/night +12.69% room tax)
Special Requests***: _________________________________________________________________________
❑ No, I will not require a hotel reservation.

Policy on Cancellations, Changes and 
Refunds: All cancellations and changes to 
registrations must be received by Tradeline, 
Inc. in writing. You may make substitutions at 
any time; please notify us as soon as possible. 
Full refunds given for cancellations received 
14 days or more prior to the event. A $250 
service fee will be charged for cancellations 
received between 14 and 6 days prior. 
No refunds will be given within 5 days of 
the event.

*International Attendee Discount:  A $250 
discount will be applied to the 2-day full 
conference registration fee for non-U.S. 
residents travelling from outside of the U.S.

**Team Discount pricing above applies to 
groups of 2 or more.  For teams of 5 or 
more please call Tradeline for additional 
discount availability.

***All requests will be honored based upon 
availability at hotel upon time of arrival. 
Tradeline will inform the hotel of your 
preferences but cannot guarantee any 
special requests.

All room reservations are guaranteed. For 
changes or cancellations, please notify 
Tradeline at least 72 hours prior to your 
scheduled arrival. No-shows and cancellations 
within 72 hours of arrival are subject to a 
charge equal to one night’s stay.

College and University Science and Engineering Facilities 2018 
Fall Conference
November 15-16, 2018 • The Hilton San Diego Resort • San Diego, CA

Fax
925.254.1093 
From outside the U.S. 1.925.254.1093

Mail
Tradeline, Inc.  
115 Orinda Way 
Orinda, CA 94563, USA

Questions
Call 925.254.1744 ext. 112 
From outside the U.S.  
1.925.254.1744 ext. 112

Register with payment by  
Oct. 12 and Save $200 

TradelineInc.com

Register Now! 
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College and University 
Science and Engineering 
Facilities 2018 ‑ SPRING
April 23-24  
Boston, MA

Research Facilities 2018
April 26-27  
Boston, MA

University Facilities 2018
NEW CONFERENCE! 
May 7-8 
Austin, TX

Space Strategies 2018
October 15-16 
Scottsdale, AZ

Facility Strategies for 
Animal Research and 
Biocontainment 
November 5-6  
St. Petersburg, FL

College and University 
Science and Engineering 
Facilities 2018 ‑ FALL
November 15-16 
San Diego, CA 
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Oct. 12 and Save $200 

TradelineInc.com
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